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Federal appeals court postpones recall vote
Possible delay could
put election date
on March 2
Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO A
federal
appeals court postponed California’s
Oct. 7 gubernatorial recall Monday,
throwing a chaotic campaign into turmoil and putting the U.S. Supreme
Court in position to influence another
pivotal election.
The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
put off the historic election to a date
uncertain, ruling that some votes
would be cast on unreliable punchcards ballot, the same system at the

center of so much controversy after the
last presidential election in Florida.
"This recall has been like a roller
coaster. There are more surprises than
you can possibly imagine," Gov. Gray
Davis told reporters after appearing
with former President Clinton at a
school dedication in Compton. "I’ll
continue to make my case to the people that a recall is not good for them."
In siding with lawyers from the
American Civil Liberties Union, the
three-judge appeals court panel suggested one possible date would be the
regularly scheduled March 2 presidential primary by that time, six
California counties have promised to
replace theirpunch-card machines. An
appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court
could reinstate the Oct. 7 date.
If the high court agrees to hear the
case, it would again -be embroiled in

another highly partisan political issue
one Democrats have said echoes
the 2000 election in which the court
declared Republican George Bush the
winner.
The California official responsible
for elections, Secretary of State Kevin
Shelley, said through a spokeswoman
he is consulting with fellow Democrat
Attorney General Bill Lockyer and
would not offer a timeline for a decision on whether the state would
appeal.
Lockyer said he aspects a decision by
week’s end, noting the state could ask
the entire appeals court to review the
smaller panel’s ruling.
The decision, which the court stayed
for a week to allow for appeals, applies
to the recall and two ballot proposi-

See RECALL, page 5

Decision draws
mixed reaction from
campus community
By laShong King
Daily Staff Writer
As a federal appeals court ruled to
postpone the upcoming recall election
for Gov Gray Davis, students on
campus pondered over the possibility
of another five months of circuslike
campaigning.
"Its just a bunch of political bulls wasting taxpayer money," said Shiva
Rad, a senior finance major.
Arif Kahn, a senior majoring in psy-

chology and sociology, was frustrated
at the slow rate of change in the political process.
"Its at a snail’s pace. Its not even
one step at a time, and meanwhile the
economy is being ruined by what Gray
Davis did in office," Kahn said. "The
!oilier he’s in office, the more upset I
get.
However, graduate social work student Cara Prehn Despota was more
positive about the ruling.
"It actually gives me hope. There’s
more time for the public to understand each candidate’s policy,"
Despota said.
Professor of political science Terry
Christensen said he was surprised the
Court of Appeals would intervene at
such a late date in the recall.
"(By postponing) it throws every-

EL 16 DE SEPTIEMBRE - DIA DE LA INDEPENDENCIA DE MEXICO

SJSU celebrates Mexican Independence
Forum discusses
Mexican, Latin
American liberation
By Janine Stanhope
Daily Copy Editor

Photos by Edgar Avila / Special to the Daily
Above: El Mirachi Azteca plays mariachi music in the Student
Union Ampitheater on Monday. The event was sponsored by the
Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity a latino organization on the San
Jose State University campus, in celebration of Mexican and Latin
American independence.
Left: Musicians of El Mirachi Azteca perform a piece. The band has
been performing together for 24 years and have played at different venues in San lose including the annual Mariachi Festival and
at the Mexican Heritage Plaza.

Mariachi band delights spectators
Group kicks offMexican
Independence Day
By Veronica Mendoza
Daily Senior Staff Writer
The sound of trumpets and violins
stopped people in their tracks as they
walked past the Student Union
Amphitheater Monday afternoon.
El Mirachi Azteca played for a group
of about 15, but slowly the crowd built
up to about 10 or more people

IUS

The event was sponsored by the
Gamma Zeta Alpha -Fraternity to celebrate the independence of Latin
American countries as well as Mexico’s
independence.
"(Sept. 15) is the independence of El
Salvador and other Latin American
countries," said gamma member Martin
Ayala.
Mirachi Aztecs began their performance with "El Son de la Negra."
The founder of Mariachi Azteca, Juan
Francisco Diaz, described the song as A
classic Mexican song.
Mariachi Aztecs has been performing
for 24 years, according to Diaz, and hi’.
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played at different events in San Jose for
about 17 years.
"We are the mariachi of the city (of
San Jose)," Diaz said.
As the mariachi began to play
"Guadalajara," more students sat down
to watch them perform.
At one point (luring the performance
the mariachi asked for requests and Jose
Escobar, a second year psychology student, yelled out, "Botas de Charm."
After the mariachi played the request
Escobar said, "That’s the song."
Another audience member, Arnold
Melgar, a second year business major
heard that the Gammas were inviting

David Bitton / Daily File Photo
a lacerated kidney. Benton ruptured his small intestine in a game
on Aug. 31 and may be sidelined the 2003 season as well.
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Injury sidelines Benton
Ruptured intestine
follows last season’s
lacerated kidney
By Ian Ross
Daily Staff Writer

Spartan goalkeeper Daniel Benton did not play last season due to

the mariachi to play on campus.
"I think it’s a good event," Melgar
said. "I love mariachi music."
Melgar described mariachi music
and music in general as a reason for
people to join together from different
cultures.
When he heard the mariachi play a
rendition of one of Beethoven’s symphonies, Melgar said, "With music you
can combine cultures."
Ayala said the event was one of a
series of events the fraternity is sponsoring this week for Mexicos and Latin

The GAMMA Zeta Alpha fraternity
presented a forum about the importance of Mexico’s Sept. 16
Independence Day at a Monday afternoon presentation in the Costanoan
room at the Student Union.
It focused on the start of the week
long celebration of events on campus
that also include a special performance
this afternoon of the Spanish rock
group Delirio at the Student Union
Aznphitheater.
Roberto Gonzalez, assistant professor of anthropology at San Jose State
University, started the group discussion with a description of revolutionary events in Mexico, Nicaragua and
Brazil.
Gonzalez said the key is "to understand the events that led to the revolution in Mexico and marked the beginning of the Mexican independence
from Spain that started on Sept. 16,
1810, and ended in 1821."
Respect for a Latin American country to declare independence from foreign invasion will follow when their
historical struggle and fight against
slavery and poverty are understood,
Gonzalez said.
"Haiti first declared its independence
as a slave society from France in 1804,"
he said. "It was the first case in Latin
America and Caribbean of independence from Europe as a colony."
He said a similar human cry or
"ito" started the uprising in Mexico
that led to independence.
"Father Hidalgo, a Catholic priest,
who successfully mobilized the movement of people and sided with the
farmers in their fight against the
Spanish who took their gold, silver and
food," Gonzalez said.
Paul Castillo, a senior animation
illustration major and past vice president of Gamma Zeta Alpha fraternity,
said he felt the meeting introduced a
meaningful dialogue about Mexico’s
independence.
"This is a pretty exciting way to let
the campus be aware about the diversity in cultures," Castillo said.
See MEXICO, page 3

Daniel Benton knows this frustration all too well. For the second time
in AS many years, Benton’s soccer season has been cut short due to injury
Benton, a senior and the Spartans
No. 1 goalkeeper coming into the
2003 season, was lost for the season
last year with a lacerated kidney. He
ruptured his small intestine in a game

this season on Aug. 31 at UC Santa
Barbara.
He underwent an emergency surgery
two days later and remained hospitalized for six days.
"It’s taken a tot out of me to heal this
up," Benton said. "It’s very energy
draining but I’m doing better."
Benton was injured going for a ball
inside the goalkeeper s box when he
collided with an opposing striker.
"It happened during the first overtime," Benton said. "I was going for a
50-50 ball at the top of my box and I
collided with the offensive player. He
came in cleats up on me and his foot
went into my stomach."
Spartans head coach Gary St. Clair
has seen his starting goalkeeper get
hurt before.

"My initial reaction was that I felt
real bad for Dan," St. Clair said. "It
was like here we go again, two years in
a row. It’s awfully tough for him. He’s
a great kid and a great goalkeeper."
St. Clair said that Benton called oft
his defenders and went to the ground
for the ball as the striker slid into him
feet first.
"Goalkeepers are often exposed
when going for the ball," St. Clair
said. "More often than not, the striker
is on the wrong end of these things."
Benton stayed in the game after the
collision and played all 110 minutes of
the 1-1 tie.
"He looked like he had the wind
knocked out of him, then it looked
like he recovered," St. Clair said. "He
was arguably the man of the match for
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thing into a state of chaos at the
moment, because candidates have t,
decide whether to continue to campaign and spend their money, or hold
off," Christensen said.
While the court’s decision had the
rough effect of a wrench into the
works of gubernatorial candidates’
campaigns, Christensen said it might
be a good thing for Gray Davis.
The extension exposes Arnold
Schwarzenegger for a longer period of
time, and the exposure hasn’t operated
to his benefit so far," Christensen said.
"(Schwarzenegger) doesn’t know
jack about polincs. I think we should
let Gray Davis finish his term even
though he’s doing a really bad job,"
said Chris Louie, a freshman comput-

See DAVIS, page 5

Andrews
manages
campus
Ed 1(91 1 note. Even other 1146444, the
Spartan Daily willfeature a campus personality’s normal work day and his or her
duties: -F.B.

By Janet Pak
Daily Staff Writer
Keeping more than two million
square feet of space clean and green at
San Jose State University is not an easy
job, but Robert Andrews said he loves
Andrews said his role as associate
director of facilities management
requires him to work closely with people who clean and take care of the
grounds, the buildings and moving
services.
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF

ROBERT ANDREWS
Associate director

of facilities management
He said his day starts at 5 a.m. and
ends at 2 p.m.
"I like what I do," said Andrews, who
starts his day at 5 a.m. and ends at 2
p.m. "My day changes minute to
minute and day to day.
Andrews said his schedule is unpredictable. He works a combination of
day, swing and graveyard shifts to coordinate with his staff’s schedule.
His first task in the mornings is to
review the completed jobs from the
previous week and his priorities for the
upcoming week.
Andrews also oversees a staff of 144
people and spends his day walking,
talking and meeting with various people. A majority of his day is spent outside and he is rarely in the office.
He focuses on four specific areas
including custodial services, grounds,
recycling and moving services.
On Fnday morning, Andrews started
surveying the campus at 7 a.m. with a
list of tasks to be completed.
The first stop was the area behind the
Industrial Studies building. Andrews
noticed the plants were dry and close to
dying. He said it’s important to replace

See DIRECTOR, page 3

again
us in that_game."
When Benton was initially hurt,
neither he nor St. Clair knew how
serious it was.
"When the injury occurred, we were
told by our trainers that it was an
abdominal contusion," St. Clair said
"At the time, I just knew it hurt
pretty bad," Benton said. "I found out
on Tuesday (Sept. 2). I had a (computerized tomography) scan and the doctor said I had perforated my intestine.
’There was bile leaking out into my
abdominal cavity which was malting
me sick and giving me a fever, and
they were able to see that on the CT
scan’thoen
underwent emergency our-

See SINTOti page 3
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The people of Mumbai handle disasters another way
A few weeks ago, surfing on an Indian newspaper Web
site, I read about two simultaneous bomb blasts that
shook Mumbai - the financial capital of India and the
city where I grew up and spent the better part of my life.
I was concerned. Worried. Paranoid.
The attacks happened in two of the most populated
areas of Mumbai - places close to my sister’s college and
my dad’s office.
One was by the monumental Gateway of India - a
major tourist attraction - and another was in an
immensely populated jewelry market.
Although my sister was nowhere near the site of the
bomb blasts, my dad was just a few hundred meters away
from it.
"I heard a loud explosion and my office windows were
shattered: he said during a long-distance phone call.
Fifty-two innocent people were killed, and more than
150 were injured in the blasts.
The next morning, my dad was back to work - as usual.
Mumbai, previously known as Bombay, is in many ways
similar to New York City.
It is the most cosmopolitan of all cities in India, as is
New York.
It is the financial and fashion hub of India, just like New
York.
The unique thing about Mumbai is that it has a tremendous spirit to recover from disasters.

Terrorist attacks that have engulfed Mumbai have been
similar to those that hit America on Sept.l 1, 2001.
Somehow, Mumbai has never received the same attention
in the international arena.
Part of this can be blamed on the
Indian media, which does not give
national news as much importance as
politics.
India is a nation plagued with a corrupt
political system, bureaucracy and red
tape. These issues take up a lot of the
media’s attention and, in the bargain;
national disasters and terrorism take the
backseat.
It is interesting to see that the
American media gives paramount imporFALGUNI
tance to the loss of lives from terrorist
attacks. This is because human life is valued here.
With more than one billion people, India seems to have
lost the value of human life.
This will be obvious if you ever visit Mumbai. You will
see the degeneration of the human race on every street,
nook and corner. It almost makes me sick at times.
But this doesn’t get in the way of making Mumbai one
of the most intriguing and colorful cities in the world. In
fact, this just helps it attain that status.
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Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
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Ed Kashi, a freelance photographer, will speak at 7:30
p.m. on Sept. 17 in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint
Library on second floor in suite B. For more information, call Carrie Jensen at 221-8715.

BLACK ALLIANCE OF SCIENTISTS AND ENGINEERS

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

Student Galleries Art Exhibitions will take place from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. today in the Art and Industrial
Studies buildings. For more information, call Bill or
Nicole at 924-4330.

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

A meeting will be held at 7 p.m. on Sept. 18 in the
Montalvo room in the Student Union. All ethnicities
and majors are welcome. For more information, contact
Nathan Pittman at www.pnate57@yahoo.com.

Tuesday Night Lecture Series with Tim Craighead;
printing and works on paper will rake place at 5:30
p.m. today in the Art building, Room 133. For more
information, call Jo Hemandez at 924-4328.

GAY LESBIAN BISEXUAL TRANSGENDER ALLIES

SCHOOL OF ART AND DESIGN

A general group meeting will take place from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. on Sept. 17 in the Almaden room in the
Student Union. For more information, go to
www.glbta_sjsu@yahoo.com.

Student Galleries Art Receptions with all galleries will
take place from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. today in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call
Bill or Nicole at 924-4330.

FEMINIST MAJORITY LEADERSHIP ALLIANCE

ASIAN BAPTIST STUDENT KOINONIA

A special meeting will take place at 3 p.m. on Sept. 18
in the Administration building, Room 249. For more
information, call Erika Jackson at 924-5000.

LAMBDA THETA ALPHA LATIN SORORITY INC.
A general information meeting will be held at 7 p.m.
on Sept. 18 in the Pacheco room in the Student Union.
For more information, call Christina at 221-0484.

ENTREPRENEURIAL SOCIETY

CEO of "Friendster" is coming to SJSU to give a lecture on the successes and hardships of entrepreneurship
from 5 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. on Sept. 17 in the IJmunhum
room in the Student Union. Juliana Renovato 3090730.

A Bible study and fellowship will take place at 6 p.m.
on Sept. 24 on the Fifth floor in the multicultural
room in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library. For
more information, call Bryan Ly at 234-0763 or e-mail
him at bry_lyPyahoo.com.

STUDENT LIFE AND LEADERSHIP
Leadership U workshop series will start from 4 p.m. to
6 p.m. on Oct. 2 in the Guadalupe room in the
Student Union. To fill out a registration form, stop by
Student Life and Leadership or call 924-5950.

AKBAYAN PILIPINO ORGANIZATION
Akhayan’s annual kick-off picnic will take place from
11:30 a.m. on Sept. 20 in Cataldi Park.

YOUTH FOR CHRIST

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS

The Society of Manufacturing Engineers is hosting a
fall kick-off meeting at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Industrial Studies building, Room 132. For more information, call 924-3227.

Weekly meetings take place every Wednesday at 7:30
p.m. in SJSU Campus Ministry center. For more information, call Sheryl Hilario at 431-2459.

FINDING THE IDEAL PRESIDENT FOR SJSU

Daily mass takes place every weekday at 12:10 p.m. in
SJSU campus ministry center. For more information,
call sister Marcia at 938-1610.

Interim President Joe Crowley will host a forum and
answer questions in Morris Daily Auditorium from 3
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Sept. 18. The entire campus community is invited to attend. For more information, call
Eva E. Joice, Academic Senate, 924-2440 or e-mail
eva.joice@sjsu.edu.

CAREER CENTER

An employer table with Apple Computer will take
place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Sept. 17 in the College
of Engineering lobby. For more information, call 924-

CAREER CENTER

A work IV drop-in for students with disabilities will
take place from 1:30 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 17 in
building F. For more information, call the Career
Center at 924-6031.

CAREER CENTER

A re-entry workshop will take place from 12 p.m. to 1
p.m. on sept. 17 in the Pacheco room in the Student
Union. For more information, call the Career Center at
924-6031.

CAREER CENTER

A resume workshop will take place from 12:30 p.m. to
2 p.m. today in building F. for more information, call
the Career Center at 924-6031.

ASIAN BAPTIST STUDENT iCOINONIA

A barbecue with volleyball and food will take place at 5
p.m. on Sept. 17 in the barbecue pit at Seventh Street.
For more information, call Bryan at 234-0763 or email him at brv IvPyahoo.com.

An information meeting to learn how to be a part of
The Tower Coed Fraternity will take place at 6 p.m. on
Sept. 17 in the lobby of Morris Daily Auditorium. For
more information, call Jolene at 507-8301 or e-mail
cerithwen@cs.com or e-mail Michael at
mavrukin@attbi.net.
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back on track, schools and colleges stuck to their schedule and mosques continued to remain open next to neighboring temples.
This city has never feared any kind of attack or panicked
after one.
Of course, after the 1993 blasts, many things changed
drastically, especially security levels.
But the people didn’t.
They never hesitate to gather in large groups and celebrate life.
Hindus and Muslims have always lived symbiotically in
Mumbai, making each other an integral part of the community.
Mumbai has moved on after adversities despite the varied and conflicting nature of communities that make up
its population.
As a part of growing up, the city has taught me to take
on things fearlessly, be tolerant of different cultures and
overcome hurdles every step of the way.
The world has a lesson or two to learn about survival
from the spirit of this wonderful city.

Falguni Bhuta is the
Spartan Daily Projects Editor.
’The Third Eye’ appears every other Tuesday.
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During the day, Mumbiu is like a factory - always on
the move and aflutter with activity. People hang out of
suburban trains, sometimes even sitting on top of them to
make it to work on time downtown. On the streets, they
are constantly dodging its 18 million people to make way for themselves. Mumbai’s
population is almost equal to that of the
entire continent of Australia, so one can
only imagine the scenario.
At night, the island of Mumbai looks
like a dream with its beautifully lit up
coastline. Mumbai has a bustling
nightlife. While the rich party at fancy
nightclubs, the poor hang out in the
streets. Abject poverty has never prevented them from enjoying life and being norBHUTA
mal. They may be poor, but they are not
psychotic.
For Mumbai, however, the trait that stands out the most
is the fearless nature of its people.
Since the early 1990s, Mumbai has continued to be the
target of terrorist attacks by fundamentalist terrorist
groups. In 1993, Mumbai was a victim of a series of bomb
blasts that targeted some of the most populated areas in
the city and killed hundreds.
The city recovered in a couple of days - people were
back to work and their routine. Financial markets were

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

THE "TUESDAY" LISTENING HOUR CONCERT SERIES

A classical guitar recital with Dennis Ryman will take
place from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. today in the Music
building Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4649.

THE "THURSDAY" LISTENING HOUR CONCERT SERIES

SJSU Jazz Guitar Trio will show student highlights
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. on Sept. 18 in the Music
building Concert Hall. For more information, call Joan
Stubbe at 924-4649.

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

Sunday masses take place every Sunday from 12 p.m.
to 5 p.m. in SJSU campus ministry center. For more
information, call sister Marcia at 938-1610.

Beers and chips are not a
symbol of Mexican culture
Saturday I was at the supermarket and as I strolled past
the beer case, I glanced over and out of the corner of my
eye I saw something that shocked me.
The spot on the corner of the bottom shelf was nearly
empty. Pushed all the way back up against the wall of the
refrigerator was the last 12-pack of Coronas.
Where had all the Coronas gone?
They must be on sale.
The theory was quickly dismissed.
They were at regular price- $14.99.
The shock of seeing a nearly empty shelf
launched my mind into a realm of worry.
What was going on? Could there be a
shortage of my favorite beverage?
Perhaps it was a sign that the last case
was meant for me.
This theory was quickly dismissed.
At home, I had three cases in the kitchen.
It was not the last case, just the last in the
refrigerator.
Thinking nothing more of the frosty beverage in the long-necked glass bottles. I
DANIEL
went to the aisle with the chips.
There, out of the corner of my eye, I saw
something that shocked me.
The shelves were full with bags of tostada chips.
The salty and toasty triangular and round shapes of corn
in plastic bags were more than abundant.
I thought they must not be on sale.
They weren’t. They were regular price.
My mind wondered back to the frigid cold case of beer.
More confused than ever, I made my way across the store
in search of an answer.
I went by the tortilla display. The shelf was full with
dozens of corn and flour tortillas.
At the opposite end of the store, the assortment of dark
and light glass bottles of liquor shined in the light.
I moved past the boxed wine, past the whiskey, brandy
and margarita mixes.
Next to the mixes, were the bottles of the agaves fermented juice.
The Cuervo wasn’t on sale and neither was El Jimador or
the Cazadores.
Though the bottles didn’t give me an answer to my question of where the Coronas had gone, they confirmed my
suspicions.
The Coronas weren’t $9.99 plus CRV, the chips weren’t
two-for $4 and the tequila wasn’t on a cardboard display
resembling a hacienda.
Then again, why would they be? Mexican Independence
Day is May 5, El Cinco de Mayo, not today, Sept. 16.
Right?
Sure, and Pancho Villa is my grandfather.
Wrong.

SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY
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SJSU CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY

An Alpha Omega meeting takes place from 8:30 p.m.
to 10 p.m. on Thursdays in the SJSU campus ministry
center. For more information, call Kay Polintan at 9381610.
AAC F. meets every Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Costanoan room on the top floor in the Student
Union.

Daniel Lopez is the
Spartan Daily Sports Editor.
’Serve One Up With A Lime’ appears Tuesdays.

ANOTHER DIMENTIAN I JONAH PTAK

Scripture reflection on the upcoming Sunday readings
takes place at 7 p.m. on Thursdays in the chapel on the
corner of Tenth and San Carlos streets. For more information, call sister Marcia at 918-1610.

ASIAN AMERICAN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Now, if you are as shocked as I was to see only one 12 pack of the cold brew in the grocers’ case, don’t be.
Don’t be ashamed that the day could pass and you wouldn’t know the historical significance it holds for Mexicans.
You might be asking yourself, Well, how do I become
educated on the history of a country which even California
was a part of?’
What, California was a part of Mexico?
Yes. Now sorry if I’ve confused you even more, but
remain calm and try to stay focused.
Here comes the history lesson.
Ready, here it comes.
On Sept. 16, 1810, Father Miguel
Hidalgo y Costilla rang the church bells in
the town of Dolores, in what is now the
present state of Hidalgo.
The ringing of the bells was a signal to
raise arms against the ruling Spanish
empire in Mexico.
The actual independence didn’t come
until 1821, but Mexicans celebrate Sept.
16 as their Independence Day.
LOPEZ
Now, I can’t explain to myself why there is
such a misconception in confusing Cinco de
Mayo with Mexican Independence.
Maybe it’s because the chips are two-for-14 and the
are
plus
CRV.
$9.99
Coronas
Or it could be that Mexicans living in the United States
just don’t place as much of an importance in celebrating
their independence as they do on beating on the French.
On May 5, 1862, the Mexican army defeated the French,
who were occupying Mexico, in the Battle of Puebla.
That’s why Cinco de Mayo is celebrated.
It still doesn’t make sense why Sept. 16 isn’t celebrated as
widely.
Is it written some place that Mexicans will only celebrate
one holiday within the United States?
It is certainly not written that Mexicans will only be
proud of their culture and heritage once a year.
Unfortunately, there arc those who only remember who
they are on Independence Day, Sept. 16. Wait, that’s May
5 for them.
Don’t feel bad though, you can’t be expected to know the
difference when the chips aren’t two-for-$4, the tequila
bottles aren’t displayed on hacienda cardboard displays and
the Coronas aren’t $9.99 plus CRV.
But where did all the Coronas go?
I don’t know. Maybe it was because the Raiders played on
Sunday.
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Ed Kashi, a freelance photographer, will speak at 7:30
p.m. today in Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
on the second floor in suite B. For more information,
call Carrie Jensen at 221-8715.
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DIRECTOR I
large cans with recycling boxes.
"It’s a daily battle, Andrews said.
the dead plants because they’re integral Betty Luna, director of facilities management and Andrews boss, agrees.
to the campus environment.
It’s a constant struggle. Were doing
Andrews said Facilities Operations
and Development’s No. 1 customer are as well as anyone else does. It’s a daily
for us. We never now what
adventure
students.
"For students, we want a clean and safe students bring since it’s an urban camlearning environment. We strive to meet pus."
Students may not notice small things
that 24 hours a day," Andrews said.
Andrews headed further north like the clean walkways or the fliers on
towards the Engineering building and the walls being taken down regularly to
noticed the palm trees an front of the prevent paint from fading on the walls.
"That s our job," Andrews said. "We
building were dying. Andrews immediately calls the grounds manager to haven’t done our job properly if students are noticcheck if the tree can be replaced within
ing the trees are
the next week.
dead or missAside from replacing plants instantly,
ing."
he said trees are just as important.
Deborah
For every tree that s replaced,
Aiono, a metal
Andrews said the staff plants two more
worker in facilito keep the campus looking like a forties, developest.
ment and operHe said he has a list of trees on campus
has
ations
and their age, whose purpose is to prevent
worked with
rotting trees from dying on the spot and
for
Andrews
to replace them with new ones.
about five years.
A pistacia chincnsis and purple plum
ANDREWS
Aiono said
tree outside Dudley Moorhead Hall
were growing too large and he needed she planted a tree nursery at South
to decide whether to prune the branch- Campus with Andrews and found he
cares about her opinions.
es, said Andrews.
"He listens to my input and thanks
Andrews called in a member of his
staff and they ran the idea by the first (me) and gives credit where it’s due,"
Aiono said.
student that passed by.
Andrews’ custodial staff said his man"Before we trim anything, we try to be
proactive about it and let the students agement style gives direction and guidance when needed.
make a decision also," Andrews said.
"He’s a good planner and problem
During a stop at the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library, Andrews solver," said Smythe, who is lead custonoticed the windows at the entrance dian for swing shift. "He always makes
were dusty and spots were starting to himself available."
Smythe said last week when the cusappear.
look for that (dirt) all over campus. todial supervisor was on vacation,
I look for the things that are working Andrews came in early to guide them
and not working. When I find some- and to avoid the staff feeling lost.
"He’s like a fortune teller," Smythe
thing by visual or a customer getting
back to me ... it gives me the ability to said. "He sees an idea and sees what
could go wrong."
act to make it correct," Andrews said.
Dennis Suit, manager for grounds
Before he finishes the day, he stops at
the library to also check whether clean- and recycling services, credits Andrews
ing schedules need to be increased or if with his initiative to put signs on the
grass letting people {mow they can’t
other areas need more work.
Andrews said the King Library is walk there.
"It looks better now," Suit said. "In
important because he compiles a
schedule to coordinate when custodians the past four to five years, the makeup
has improved greatly.
come in and clean.
Suit said Andrews thought of placing
He added two potted plants at the
foot of the entrance last week when he signs on the grass to prevent people
from
walking and making trails.
noticed visitors were running into the
Andrews went to the SJSU Art departwindows.
Andrews said it’s important to keep ment with the idea and then worked
the campus clean because he wants a with elementary schools to have them
healthy learning environment for stu- paint the signs.
Suit also credits Andrews for raising
dents.
"My duty is to respond to areas that I the standards of the workers, which has
have control over," Andrews said. improved efficiency in getting tasks
"Recycling services is a big part of our completed.
Suit said Andrews created a business
business.
He initiated a no-trash rule with sever- plan with goals where various parts of
al departments on campus where each campus needed lighting or other fixes.
"His tracking and goals list keeps you
office would be given a small waste can
instead of a large one and replacing the focused," Suit said.
continuedfi-om page 1

August Patterson

Daily Staff

Robert Andrews, the associate director of facilities management, walks toward the door to exit the roof of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Joint Library on Monday. The roof has some offices, elevator controls and a view of the entire campus.

Father suspected of
drowning toddler

Academy victims
skeptical of reforms

cle parked on the eastbound shoulder
of Interstate 4, made a hard left turn
LAKE MARY, Fla. A man susinto the path of an oncoming truck
pected of drowning his toddler hauling cars.
daughter and attempting to drown his
Randall, who is a former Ivy League
4-year-old son killed himself Monday basketball star, was pronounced dead
by swerving into the path of a tractor- at Orlando Regional Medical Center,
trailer, authorities said. His two other Beaty said. Eight-year-old Bryan also
children were injured in the crash.
was in critical- condition and 6-yearPolice believe the drowning and old Julian was in stable condition folcrash that killed Bryan Christopher lowing the crash, hospital spokesman
Randall are the result of a dispute Joe Brown said.
with his estranged wife. In a suicide
Police said Randall picked up all four
letter found in the wreckage, Randall, children Friday night and was sup37, wrote he wanted to kill himself posed to return them Sunday night to
and his children because he didn’t his estranged wife, Lisa, but never did.
approve of how his ex-wife was caring
When the children were not
for thern, authorities said.
returned, their mother contacted police
"I had to take them with me," said Monday morning. She was taken to
the letter, which was released by Florida Hospital Orlando, where she
authorities.
identified the two found in the lake.
The note made it plain that the
The Randalls were married for nine
wreck was "a planned event," said years but began divorce proceedings in
Lake Mary Police Chief Richard May, Calhoun said. Court records show
Scary. He said the case was being Lisa Randall, 41, obtained a restraining
investigated as a murder-suicide.
order against her husband last month.
The crash happened about eight miles
Messages left at her home Monday
north of the small lake where Randall’s were not returned.
2-year-old daughter Yana and 4-yearRandall played basketball at
old son Regal were found Sunday Dartmouth, where he was named
morning by a fisherman. The boy was first-team all-Ivy in 1988. He was
in serious condition Monday, and an named the league’s Rookie of the Year
autopsy was to be done on his sister.
in 1985 and he finished his collegiate
Investigators said the crash occurred career as the school’s all-time assists
after Randall, in his sport utility vehi- leader, with 488 in 98 games.

Associated Press

Associated Press

AIR FORCE ACADEMY, Colo.
(AP) Reforms at the Air Force
Academy won’t solve its sex assault
scandal until former leaders are punished for letting it happen, several
female victims say.
Former cadets Beth Davis and
Jessica Brakey both say they were
raped and punished for reporting the
attacks. They said they fear problems
will resurface once all the attention
dies down.
"I think they need to punish our old
commanders. Somebody needs to
take responsibility," said 13rakey, one
of at least 142 female cadets who
reported sexual assaults in the past 10
years. "If they don’t hold them
responsible it leaves the back door
open."
The academy has shaken up its leadership structure and installed new rules
on dealing with rape reports in an
effort to put the sex scandal in the past.
Davis, who left the academy after
reporting several assaults, said that
while the reforms were positive, the
school has yet to prove it is serious
about change.
"I am encouraged. But they have to
prove to me they are going to go
through with it," she said. "The mil--

tary makes temporary changes to
pacify people. Then a few years down
the road they scrap it."
She took a year off and returned in
2002, but said nothing had changed.
Davis said the only person punished
so far, former Superintendent Maj.
Gen. J.D. Dallagher, had actually
tried to help her.
"He was the or4y one who has
shown any remorse, she said.
The commanders she blames most
for allowing assaults to continue
former Vice Commandant Col.
Laurie Sue Slavec and former
Commandant Brig. Gen. Taco
Gilbert escaped punishment, she
said.
"I don’t think that without them
bin held accountable there can be
significant change," she said.
Gilbert and Slavec, who were
removed from their positions in April
along with another top academy commander, have denied punishing cadets
for reporting assaults. Air Force
Secretary James Roche has not ruled
out punishment for the two and other
former commanders.
Since their ouster, Slavec’s successor,
Col. Debra Gray, has disavowed comments by Slavec. Her boss, Lt. Gen.
John Rosa, also told parents of cadets
his predecessors must have known
about the problems.
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408.275.9491
Delicious & Affordable
Try our Student Lunch Specials $5 including vri
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’Everyone Loves Sushi & Roll Platters for Tailgate Parties
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111 Paseo de San Antonio, 5.3rd St. off San Carlos
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continuedfrom page 1
Jovanna Perez, a senior international
business major, said she was enthusiastic about the scheduled activities to
celebrate Mexican culture.
She said she decided to start her
week by listening to the mariachi
band at the Student Union
Amphitheater before she went to the
presentation.
"I want to get in touch with the
spirit of Independence Day," Perez
said.
Veronica Salazar, a senior political
science major, said the presentation
was informative and that she learned
about a lot of things about her
Mexican heritage, independence and
current dependence upon outside
interests with foreign corporations
dominating the economy that she Was
not aware of.
"They happened so long ago, and
they went full circle," Salazar said.
"Now we’re dependent again."
Cynthia Villagomez, a sophomore
social science major, said she felt
knowing more about her culture and
the Mexican revolution was important
so history doesn’t repeat itself.
"The past is part of our culture,"
Villagomez said. it is important we
remember."
Salazar and Villagomez said as
members of Lambda Sigma Gamma, a
multicultural sorority on campus, they
hope that everyone on campus will
take the time to attend the many
events and activities planned during
this week to help celehr.ite
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MARIACHI
continuedfrom page I
America’s Independence Day.
He said the event was a way to unite
the students on campus.
"Those who don’t know about mariachi music or about rock en espanol can
come see the performance," Ayala said.
"They have a sense that they belong to
campus."
Karla Castillo, a senior majoring in
broadcast journalism, said she likes
mariachi music as well.
"It’s pretty expensive (to hire a mariachi), so anytime you can get it for free
its good: Castillo said.
One of the mariachi members, Duclio
Dabeno, asked for "bailadoras: which
means dancers.
He grabbed Castillo by the hand and
led her to the bottom of the amphitheater.
"I’m not shy," Castillo said after she
danced for the duration of the song
"Mariachi Loco."
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is that Hidalgo was not seeking independence from Spain but he was trying
to get the people of Mexico to govern
themselves.
Mexico actually gained independence
in 1821.
"It (El Grito De Dolores) is the event
that triggers the birth of Mexico," said
Torres, ’It got events going that would
shape the future of Mexico."
Ayala said the events that the
Gammas will sponsor throughout this
week are to remind people about their
history.
"Culture sometimes tends to be forgotten and if people don’t celebrate,
people will forget the history"
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To conclude the event gamma member Edgar Avila thanked the crowd for
coming and announced that, in addition
to Mexico’s Independence Day, it is also
Latin America’s Independence Day.
A professor of Mexican-American
Studies, Gregorio Mora-Torres, said that
some Latin-American countries celebrate their independence day on Sept. 15
while Mexico celebrates it today.
He said that at one time, Mexico and
Central America were known as "Viceroyalty of Spain."
Mora-Torres said they were all ruled
under one region and therefore many
Latin-American countries celebrate
their independence day at the same
time frame as Mexico.
Mexico’s independence is celebrated
on Sept. 16 and Mora-Torres said it
marks the date in 1810 when Father
Miguel Hidalgo, cried for Mexico’s
Independence.
The event is known as "El Grito de
Dolores," Mora-Torres said.
What many do not realize Torres said
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Don’t forget to RSVP for the Diversity Luncheon happening
right before the Fair in the Umunhum Rm. from 12-130p! This
event is especially for new students of color who want to tap
Into SJSU resources. Seating limited to RSVPs only.
For more Information call: (408)924-6255
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Spartans fall to Highlanders
Senior defender Kelly Nunn was
beside herself following the game and
said she was questioning her team’s
Mental breakdowns and fitness mental state.
"I don’t understand it at all," Nunn
continued to plague the Spartan
women’s soccer team in Monday’s 3- said. "We come out and play teams
we’re
better than like crap, and then
1 defeat to UC Riverside at Spartan
play teams that are ranked and we
Soccer Field.
San Jose State University entered come out and play hard."
Nunn said she didn’t mark her
the contest with a mark of 1-3, coming off a disappointing 8-0 loss to opponent tight enough and was
the hands of University of San responsible for the two second -half
goals scored against the Spartans.
Francisco Thursday.
SJSU goalkeeper Erin Lavey played
The Spartans held the Highlanders
(4-1-1) scoreless through the first 28 the entire game and made some spectacular
saves that kept the game close.
minutes, before forward Vanessa
Lavey made nine saves including a
Chanez scored on an unassisted goal
brilliant save in the 20th minute,
in the 29th minute.
"Right now it’s just developing our deflecting a Highlander shot over the
game mind," goalie Erin Lavey said. ,crossbar.
In the 60th minute, Lavey went air"We can’t have our mental game
born and punched the ball wide of
going up and down."
the
goal to keep the Spartans in the
Lavey said the Spartans have been
doing a lot of running at practice the game.
Minutes later, the Highlanders were
past two weeks.
Spartan assistant coach Christina pushing the ball to their front line
Bell said the team is still dealing and scored in the 65th and 68th minwith fitness issues, but the girls are utes, making the score 3-0.
Freshman Kelly Ferguson scored
getting stronger each game.
Bell was pleased with defender both goals after Lavey deflected the
initial
shots, but couldn’t handle the
Molly Flanagan’s performance; she
rebounds.
punched in the Spartans lone goal.
"I had my hand on the first save but
"She took a rebound down off her
chest and struck it out of the air with couldn’t get to the rebound," Lavey
her left foot for a great finish," Bell said. "I think we get into the last 20
said. "We asked her today to make minutes of the game and we suffer
some adjustments in her game and from mental breakdowns."
Spartan
midfielder
Heather
she stepped up and did that for this
Dickinson was healthy for Monday’s
team."
Flanagan’s left-footed finish in the game and entered in the 40th minute
84th minute was the redshirt fresh- of the first half and also saw some
man’s first goal of the season.
action in the second frame.
SJSU has faced three teams this
It was her first time back on the
season ranked in the Top-25 of the playing field since suffering a concusNational
Soccer
Coaches sion Aug. 22nd.
Association of America poll.
UC-Riverside out-shot SJSU 19-6
The Spartans have played No. 6 and held an 11-6 advantage on corner
Pepperdine University, No. 20 kicks.
University of Portland and No. 1
The Spartans travel to Colorado
Santa Clara University in the past Friday to compete in the University
two weeks.
of Colorado Women’s Classic.
By David Weinstein
Daily Staff Writer

Autumn Cruz / Daily Staff
Spartan midfielder Kelly Nunn, left, and UC Riverside forward Linda
Allen chase the ball during the second half of a match at the Spartan
Soccer Field Monday. Riverside won 3-1.

SJSU women’s soccer team takes a trip
By David Weinstein
Daily Staff Writer
Tough non-conference matchups
continue this weekend for the San
Jose State University women’s soccer
team, when they face two ranked
opponents in Boulder, Colo.
SPARTAN WOMEN’S SOCCER

BETWEEN THE

GOAL POSTS
NOTEBOOK

The University of Colorado
Women’s Classic will be the site of
the Spartans first out-of-state road
trip of the season.
SJSU (1-4) faces the University of
Denver Friday at 2 p.m. The
Pioneers are ranked No. 21 in the
National
Soccer
Coaches
Association of America poll.
The Spartans resume tournament
action Sunday against No. 16
University of Colorado.
Scheduling back-to-back games
against two top
SOCCCI
programs in the
nation is just
what the team
needs said senior defender
Kelly Nunn.
"It teaches us
we can play at
the
highest
level," Nunn
said. "I’m really
GILMORE
excited to play
those
teams
because I think they will challenge
us."

a 1-0 shutout of the University of ment following an 8-0 defeat to the
New Mexico Sunday and claimed University of San Francisco Friday.
The Dons were up three goals
their first-ever national ranking following their victory over the Pioneers. twenty minutes into the game and
Hempen formerly coached at Duke outshot the Spartans 26-2.
University where he was named
SJSU played the remainder of the
NSCAA National Coach of the Year match down a player after freshman
in 1992.
defender Andrea Puljiz received a
Buffaloes
midfielder
Fran red card in the 20th minute.
Munnelly, a member of the 2003
"The girls came out flat and weren’t
Preseason All-Big 12 team, swiped ready to play and USF was," Gilmore
Athlete of the Week conference hon- said. "After 20 minutes it was already
ors following her goal against Denver. 3-0 and we played three -fourths of
the game with ten on the field."

Spartans road trip

Injuries

Spartans head coach Cris Gilmore
said the road trip will be a great expeInjuries continue to hamper the
rience for the team and their oppo- starting lineup for the Spartans this
nents will be competitive.
year.
"Being our first road trip, it will be
Midfielder Heather Dickinson has
nice to compete off campus," Gilmore been cleared to play this weekend
said. "It will be a chance for us to
come together as a team and do a litBuy C_.,ran and (.3-ot Cirte FREE, 1Corink
tle bonding during the traveling,
C1pia Viessrll
Smoothies, or Shakes)
meals and staying in hotels."
The opportunity to see a new enviBands
on 2n4iFtd 4th Thursdays!!
Catch Live
ronment and campus will be exciting
Also Crepes. Snacks, Rice Plates, Rubble Tea and Smoothies
for the girls, and playing tough oppoParking Validation is available
nents will show where the team
...,t IIISan imansit, St
stands Gilmore said.
"We’re excited to play two top teams
/A
out of region and I think it’s a good
In SWIM
Sawa Chu St
measuring stick for us to see where
So S. First Street San Jose
\
ai
we’re at right now," Gilmore said.
Phone:
(408)-298
-PC)CHI
Spartans assistant coach Christina
Thw pnwrintww la valid with stwknt II
&it coup.. tes by ()twilit,
Bell said road trips are always nice for
tssn,, how print nowt
Pthanntiow
ombioed with ow other
the camaraderie of the team and the
demanding early schedule will help
improve the girls play.
"These are good games to get us
Need Help????
ready for what our goal has been the
whole time," Bell said. "To try and
Spencer
come into WAC in the best form posEducational Services
sible as a team."
The Spartans begin Western
I One -in -one tutonng in English Math Science Foreign LatIgu.,
Athletic Conference play on the road
Sept. 26 against Southern Methodist
Call for information: (408) 374-7445
University.
ft10,1101.0111

USF recap
The Spartans will enter the tourna

CENTURY
GRAPHICS
www tgthirts.rom. I fax 14081516-7733

Bonds smacks 655th homer
/1s.soculletl Press
SAN FRANCISCO Watch out,
Hammerin’ Hank Barry Bonds is
just 100 homers away.
Bonds hit his 655th career home run
Monday night, connecting in the first
inning of the Giants 8-7 victory over

the
Diego Pardes Monday.
Hank Aaron leads the all-time list
with 755, followed by Babe Ruth at
714. Bonds is five homers shy of tying
his godfather, Willie Mays, for third
place at 660.
Bonds hit a solo shot off Brian
Lawrence the of the season.
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Wushu (also known as Kung Fu) is the style of martial arts
displayed in movies by Jet Li and Jackie Chan, and in Crouching
Tiger Hidden Dragon. It includes bare hand styles such as Long
Fist, Drunken Fist, Monkey Style, and Eagle Claw, and utilizes a
dazzling array of traditional Chinese weapons such as swords,
gaffs, and spears. Wushu also incorporates stunning aerial and
tumbling techniques.
We’re located just 6 minutes away from S.ISLP
Wushu Central 1331 Coleman Ave Santa Clara, CA 95050
Tel: (408) 567-8075 Email: infosawushueentrai.com

www.wushucentral.com
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quality that St. Clair said makes him an
ideal goalkeeper.
"He has tremendous range from one
re.alpost to another," St. Clair said.
really developed over the past few
years into a top-notch goalkeeper."
Last year, Benton had a 2-1 record
and an 81.2 save percentage. His season
was cut short when he lacerated a kidney during practice.
1 came out for a cross and punched it
away," he said. "I was blindsided on my
right side, similar to a quarterback
being sacked. I went home and started
peeing blood, doctors told me I had a
lacerated kidney."
Benton said that rehabilitating the
kidney injury was similar to the rehab
he faces this time around.
"The rehab took about six to eight
weeks," he said. "There was nothing I
could do physically to rehab it. I just
had to rest and drink lots of water."
St. Clair said that Eddie Dominguez,
who is 5 feet 9 inches tall, will be the
Spartans keeper until further notice.
Dominguez posted a 5-7 record last
season in ten games as a starter.
"Last year, Eddie stepped in and did
well at times," St. Clair said. "Dan was
having, thus far, a wonderful season for
us. Dan and Eddie combined to shut
out Notre Dame de Namur and then
Dan was arguably our man of the
match against Santa Barbara."
St. Clair said that Benton would be
difficult to replace in the box.
"Dan Fowles athleticism that few
keepers in the West possess," St. Clair
said. "He’s a dominating presence in the
air. I think he has a future in this game
after college.
"This is a very difficult blow for this
team," St. Clair said. "We haven’t talked
yet about if or when he can come back.
All our hearts went out to him."
Benton isn’t too optimistic about
returning to the field this season.
"Honestly, I’m looking at next year,"
he said. "Its just too much to heal right
now. There is an increased chance that
I could develop a hernia. I can’t do any
weight training for another six weeks.
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441 N. Central Ave., Ste. 2
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The Pioneers (4-1) slipped from
the No. 9 spot to No. 21 last week
following their first loss of the season
to the Buffaloes 3-0 Sept. 6th.
Jeff Hooker, head coach of the
Pioneers, said the Colorado versus
Denver match has become an
intrastate rivalry and the loss broke a
three-year home winning streak.
"It was kind of embarrassing and I
made some coaching mistakes,"
Hooker said. "We haven’t lost a
home game in three years and we
made too many changes in the second half."
The Pioneers skipper said he
knows nothing about SJSU but is
looking forward to matching up with
them in the tournament.
Third-year Colorado head coach
Btll Hempen has led one of the
biggest single -season turnarounds in
the program’s seven-year history.
The Buffaloes (4-1) are coming off
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continuedfrom page I
gery on Sept. 2. He said the procedure
took about 00 minutes to two hours.
"They told me they had to slice me
open in my abdominal area," Benton
said. "They had to search, through my
intestine and find the cut, then sew it
up. They checked the rest of my intestine for cuts too."
The cut was about five millimeters
long, but Benton said it could have
been life threatening.
"If I didn’t have surgery soon, the doctors said I would have been really sick
and could have died," Benton said.
St. Clair said that Benton will miss at
least six weeks and possibly the rest of
the season.
"I just need to get a lot of nutrition
and rest," Benton said. "I’m just laying
low right now. It’ll be a few weeks
before I can do stuff like biking and
jogging."
Benton was born in Oakland, Calif,
in 1980 and has lived in the Bay Area
his entire life. "I started playing soccer
when I was six," Benton said."Ibecame
a goalkeeper in high school because the
junior varsity team didn’t have a keeper,
so I volunteered."
He went to El Cerrito High School
and played soccer for two years at the
College of Marin. He also played first
base for the Mariners baseball team.
Benton said it was desire to play both
sports that made him decide to transfer
to San Jose State University.
I was looking for a school with a good
soccer and baseball program so I could
choose between which one I wanted,"
Benton said. "I was a walk-on for soccer
and I made the team. I decided to stick
with that because I ended up playing a
bit my first year."
Benton’s interest in athletics doesn’t
end on the soccer field. He’s majoring
in Kinesiology, with hopes of becoming
a coach or a trainer.
"I knew I wanted to do something
with athletics," he said. "I wanted to get
into coaching or strength training."
Benton stands 6 feet 5 inches tall, a
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following
a
concussion
suffered Aug.
22, but will be
under
close
supervision
Gilmore said.
Senior captain
Marie
McCann
is
still nursing an
injured right
knee followDICKINSON ing Off-season
arthroscopic surgery, while Nunn has
been slowed down by a pulled hip
flexor.
One of Denver’s leading scorer’s,
midfielder Mychael Movius, went
down with a knee injury in the
Colorado game and will be sidelined
four weeks.
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RECALL I Candidates continue campaigning
continued.from page 1
tions. At least one of the groups that
sponsored California’s first voter-driven election to unseat its chief executive
promised to bypass the 9th Circuit and
appeal Tuesday to the U.S. Supreme
Dave Gilliard, senior strategist for
Rescue California, said the group
would ask Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor, who oversees the lower
court, to halt the order until after the
election. If O’Connor declines, the
group will ask the whole court to hear
the case.
"We just

don’t have the time," he
said. ’We’re pretty confident that we’ll
win. We think their reasoning is all
wrong."
Davis and Lt. Gov, Cruz
Bustamante, the only major Democrat
vying to succeed him if he is recalled,
and Republican actor Arnold
Schwarzenegger promised to continue
campaigning as the courts decide
when to hold the election.
"We will continue our campaign
until there is finality in the courts,"
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Bustamante said.
Independent columnist Arianna
Huffington praised the decision, calling voter disenfranchisement "the dirtz
little secret of American politics.
Republican
state
Sen.
Tom
McClintock of Northridge called it an
"outrageous decision" by the ’laughingstock" of the federal judiciary.
Schwarzeneger issued a statement
asking Shelley to immediately appeal
this decision on behalf of the citizens
who have exercised their constitutional right to recall Gray Davis, and who
expect an election on Oct. 7."
Davis and Bustamante made a
scheduled appearance with Clinton in
Los Angeles. And, trying to soften his
image
with
women
voters,
Schwarzenegger assured talk show
host Oprah Winfrey that reports of a
salacious, party-hard past were more
tall talc than truth.
The action movie star wants to
appeal to women, The Oprah Winfrey
Show’s primary audience. A Los
Angeles -Times poll published last
week reported that only 45 percent of
women voters have a favorable view of

Schwarzenegger, compared to 58 percent of men.
In Monday’s season premiere,
Schwarzenegger assured Winfrey, a
friend, that old magazine articles
reporting everything from marijuana
use to group sex reflected his strategy
during the 1970s to pump up interest
in body building, the sport that made
him famous.
"We really were out there doing crazy
things. We were trying to get the attention, he said. "At that time I didn’t
think I was going to run for governor."
Before Schwarzenegger took the
stage, Winfrey asked his wife - television journalist Maria Shriver, a
member of the Kennedy family whether she had been raised to look
the other way if her husband was a
womanizer.
"You know that ticks me off," Shriver
told Winfrey’s Chicago studio. "I am
my own woman, I have not been bred
to look the other way. I accept him
with all his strengths and all his weaknesses, as he does me."
Back in California, Davis spent a
second day with Clinton, the first of

many high -profile Democrats campaigning against the recall this week.
and
Clinton
joined
Davis
Bustamante at the dedication of the
William Jefferson Clinton elementary
school in Compton and later at a fundraiser at the home of financier Ron
Burkle.
The school appearance came two
days after state Democrats held an
emergency meeting to address their
campaign strategy, re-emphasizing
their opposition to the recall while
endorsing Bustamante to replace
Davis should the recall succeed.
Monday’s court decision relied heavily on the paid testimony of Roy
Saltman, an election systems expert
who warned in a 1988 government
report that punch-card balloting was
highly flawed and should be banned.
The report was largely ignored and
Saltmans advice mostly unheeded
until the 2000 presidential election.
"These ballots are inherently fragile,"
said Saltman, who declined to say how
much he was paid to testify. "You are
essentially destroying the ballot as you
vote.

DAVIS I Recall postponement sparks voter opinion
conhnuedfrom page 1

Janean Brongersma

er engineering major.
’14That we’ve seen in the polls in the
last few weeks is rising opposition to
the recall, not a majority yet, but the
last Los Angeles Times poll had 50
percent in favor, and 47 percent
opposed. So the trend has been in
Davis’ direction," Christensen said.
Despite the differing views of each
individual on campus, Christensen
said he was most impressed by the
unprecedented attention students are
paying to the recall.

Daily Staff

David Yee of San Jose played pingpong in the basement of the Student Union Monday afternoon. In
the Student Union, anyone has access to pingpong,
billards and bowling facilities.

"Everybody I talk to has an opinion,

skeptical. I already think the whole

and that’s a great thing we don’t normally see in an election," Christensen
said.
The worry he had was that voters
might become more cynical about
politics as a result of the recall postponement.
"People were expecting a higher
voter turnout among 18-2-4 year olds,
but extending the election could disillusion those new voters, and I don’t
know if their engagement can be sustained," Christensen said.
"It’s only going to make people more

thing’s ridiculous. I don’t know what’s
going to happen," said Tim Quinn, a
graduate student in social work.
Another political science professor
differed in his opinion.
Associate professor Ken Nuger felt
that if the recall were successfully
postponed to the March primaries, it
would give more reason for voters to
turn out.
He felt that a wider "buffet" of
issues, including the March presidential primaries, would give more people
a reason to come vote.
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CLASSIFIE
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or vent led by the
newspaper.

ON CAMPUS STUDENT JOB
Student Union Office Assistant
Previous office/clerical/reception
Experience required. Shifts M -F,
9arn-2pm with some flexibility.
(Tues. & Thurs. most needed)
More info/application available
Student Union Admin office
3rd Fir Student Union - No Calls,

FUN WORK Local expansion of
national PR / Communications
firm. Fun, friendly work- Flexible
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED hours. Great resume bldr - No
Great On-Campus Job!
exp nec, but must be friendly &
The Spartan Daily has an opening motivated. PT/FT $300-700/wk.
for a morning delivery person Local positions. Cal 916-441-8290
Work 6:30am - 8:30am, every
school day, delivering the GROOMER’S ASST./ KENNEL
Spartan Daily to campus news help needed for small exclusive
stands. Must have CDL with shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
clean DMV. Apply at the Spartan Must be reliable, honest, able to
Daily Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm 203 do physical work. Prefer exp
For info call Kathy it 924-3277. working w/ dogs, but will train.
APPLY NOW!!- START ASAP! Great oppty for dog lover. Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
TEACHERS / INSTRUCTORS Call 371-9115.
P/T instructors. elem schools.
Degree/Cred. NOT Required. ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
Owty for teaching exp. Need car. Part-time work available with
VM 408-287-4170 x 408 ECBAPE flexible hours (5-30 hours/week)
Internships possible
LOS GATOS Swim 8, Racquet All majors may apply
Club is currently accepting Scholarships awarded annually
applications for positions in the Some conditions apply
following departments: Front Start at 15.75 BASE - appt.
Desk, Fitness Center, Age - Earn $75-$470 per week
Group Swim Team Coaches, Gain valuable experience in
and Maintenance. Applicants
customer service & sales
are to be outgoing, able to multi- No experience necessary
task and good customer service Training provided
is a plus. Part-time AM/PM Endorsed by National
shifts available. For more info:
Academic Advisory Board
Call 408-356-2136 or Fax Earn income & gain experience!
resume to 408-358-2593.
10am - 4pm
Call 615-1500
www.workforstudents.com/sjsu*
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA REC INSTRUCTORS for CHILDREN
DEPT. Positions Open Now For IN THEATER, MANNERS,
Leaders, Afterschool Elem.Sch. HIP HOP & CHEERLEADING.
Age Child Care Recreation/ Theater and Manners training
Enrichment Programs. P/T, M -F provided. 1-7 hours per week,
2-6pm & T-Th 2-6pm positions Must have car. $25.00 per class.
available. Pay Range: $7.83- Must have experience working
$11.32 hour, starting depending with children! Call Carol 408on exp. No ECE units req. Call 629-9721. Fax: 408-225-8343
Kathy, 408-867-6348
Carolromo@theaterfun.com

EMPLOYMENT

TUTORING JOBS AVAILABLE ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Tutor 7th -9th grade students in
PT/FT - Flexible Schedule
Math and English. Must qualify
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
for Workstudy. Call 924-606.
Student Friendly - Will Train
Non-workstudy students go to
408-247-4827
www.regionVavid.org
VALET PARKING- Now hiring
for Part-Time positions in the
San Jose, & Los Gatos area.
We provide valet service for
hotels and special events.
Flexible schedules, mostly
evenings and weekends. Must
be neat, well groomed and be
able to provide excellent
customer service. Applicants
must be able to drive a 5-speed
transmission and have a valid
CDL with a good DMV record.
Starling pay is $7.00/hour plus
tips. Please call 925-934-7275,
Signature Parking Services.
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MYSTERY SHOPPERS needed. Earn $10-$40/hr to shop,
watch movies and more. Flexible hours. http://mysteryshopping.resourcez.com

certain

advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
information.
additional
Classified renders should be
reminded that. when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition. readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listinge
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

NEED P/T NANNY 2 days/week MASTERS SWIM COACH
Flexible hrs/days. $10/hr. 2 kids. Coach adult Masters Swimming
5:15am-8:00am Tues. & Thurs.
Jackie 408-371-1311.
Coach adult swimmers in stroke
PERFECT PT / FT JOB for development, speed work, and
students! If you have direct endurance. Applicant must have
sales experience or want to competitive swim exp.
and
make superior income, contact experience in teaching. Ability to
us immediately. Average rep obtain
lifeguard
a
makes $25 - $30 per hour. certification is a must. For more
Leads provided. Classroom and information call Elise Lalor,
field training for those selected. Aquatics Program Director
408-420-3073.
Central YMCA, 408-351-6326
or email ElalorOscvymca.org.
NANNY / SITTER WANTED
We are looking for a PT sitter PART OR FULL TIME NANNY
(approx. 15-20 hours per week) Primary care for toddler, secondfor our 3 kids. Ages are 9, 7, & 1. ary care & transport for 4 year old.
Need at least a year or more Spanish a +. Evergreen, SJ area.
commitment. Prefer someone Call Mabell or Rob 408-270-7689.
that has worked in Childcare.
Hourly rate DOE. Flexible with BARTENDER Trainees Needed
your school schedule but would $250/day potential Local positions.
need daytime hours / Friday
1-800-293-3985 ext 559.
p.m.’s. Please contact me at
FIRM
larooney1 Ocomcastnet or fax COMMUNICATIONS
expanding in SJ area. Friendly
408-358-8245. Thanks!
people needed in marketing dept.
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Great Pay! Call 1-888-269-0287.
Local valet company in search
of enthusiastic and energetic PROGRAM COUNSELOR I
individuals to work at nearby Counselors for elementary, middle
malls and private events. FT/PT school, & shelter, after-school
available. We will work around programs for 9irls. Faciltate
your busy school schedule. curriculum activities. Strong
Must have clean DMV. Lots of interpersonal, planning, organifun & earn good money. Call zation, & follow-through skills, a
must. 12-15 hrs/wk, $10/hr. Visit
408-867-7275.
nv.girlscoutsofscc.org for more
information. Send cover letter
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
& resume to: Dept. PCI, Girl
Healthy females ages 18-31
Scouts of Santa Clara County.
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your 1310S, Bascom Ave. San Jose
CA 95128 or FAX 408-287-8025
body disposes monthly.
COMPENSATION $5,000 or email hrOgiriscoutsofscc.org.
Call Reproductive Solutions now AA/EOE.
818-832-1494
PART-T1ME MOTHER’S HELPER
HIRING SALES/CONSULTANT 1 child. Light house work. Must
have transportation. Los Gatos
P/T or FIT. We will train.
$100+Commission & Bonuses. area. Please contact Stacey
For detailed information visit 408-892-4407.
www.LL-Associates.net
LIFEGUARDS - Instructional
Ly @ LL -Associates. net
Lifeguards - Aquatic Specialists.
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
STUDENT WORK
$17.50 TO START
part or full time in San Jose.
FT/PT Avail, All Majors,
Mon - Sat, $9.82 - $13.42/hr.
Great Resume Exp,
Call
Jacob 408-295-0228.
Training Provided.
Resume: jobsitesba.org, or
START IMMEDIATELY
Fax 408-275-9858, or mail
CALL 408-436-9336
730 Empey Way San Jose 95128
FunStudentWork.com

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
inot6a6hu.1–..inlis135a8s6bdird

Name

Four
Five
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
Days Days
$11
$13
$5
$7
$9
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS:
20 + consecutive issues. receive 10% off.
40 + consecutive issues receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues: receive 25% off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County scimitars
and SJSU students, staff I faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

Address

SJSU STUDENT

RATE: 25% OFF -

* Lost & Found ads are

classified@casa.sjsu.edu

STUDIO APT DOWNTOWN SJ
WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES
Security bldg. on -site laundry &
parking. New paint. $700 m/m
PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
EDITING
2 SPACIOUS RMS w/ walk-in with equal sec. deposit. Call
WORD PROCESSING
For your term paper or thesis.
closets, single only, $575/mo. 408-971-2700s 116.
Experienced,
efficient,
reliably
Experienced
& dependable
Also large basement room,
exacting. I will meet your deadAlmaden/Branham area
double occupancy, prvt entry, 2 TOWN HOMES FOR RENT,
Call
for appt at
line.
Call
Grace
831-252-1108
Linda
$615/ person. 3 blks from 68 & 70 S. 8th St. Completely
or evagrace aol.corn.
(408) 264-4504
SJSU. 408-287-5917.
Remodeled. 1/2 block from
SJSU Eng. Bldg. Approx 800 SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE sq. ft. 2 bdrm.1 1/2 bath New
LOST&FOUND
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
For American and International Appliances,
Vinyl. year. Save 30% - 60%. For into
Carpet,
Students
LOST & FOUND ADS are
Paint. Newly remodeled bathcall
1-800-655-3225
or
Fun and Friendly Environment rooms. $1300/mo.. $600 dep.
offered FREE as a SERVICE to
www.studentdental corn or
5 minute walk to campus
the campus communrty.
Broker: 408-921-2919.
www.goldenwestdental.corn
Wireless Internet
Well-equipped Kitchen
WANTED
Computer and Study rooms
2 pianos and game rooms
GRADUATE STUDENT Wanted
Laundry Facilities
House Director position available
Parkin
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a immediately. Females only. Call
Sara 831-801-4085 @5pm
tour or check our website
www.sjsu.edu/depts/ihouse.
360 S. 11th Street. (between
OPPORTUNMES
San Carlos & San Salvador)
BUSINESS OPP. 2 yr old nat’l
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
RENTAL HOUSING corp. expanding in Bay Area. 1 Errand runner
Contracts w/Tier 1 Fortune 500 6 Weather systems
PT
companies.
$3000
$1000
10
Made
cloth
3 BR, 1 1/2 BA HOUSE $1500
MIXIDO MMIDOU MUD
New paint, carpet & refrig. Yard, mo. Flexible hrs. Full support/ 14 Conjecture
MOM DOVION BOON
15 - vera lotion
dining rm. All refurbished! 2 blks training. 866-260-1557.
16 Tree with needles
OMMM BMOC! BROM
to SJSU. Call Jim it 286-2965.
FREE DENTAL CLEANING
17 Pop
MOM
IIIMODUND
S 5TH ST REAR UNIT short Patients needed for Calif. State 18 Automotive
MOB
purchase
stroll to SJSU. 2 bdrm, 1 bath - Board Exam at UCSF School of
WOMMUOMO
MUM
not fancy, just clean w/new tile, Dentistry, Sun, Oct. 12, 2003. 19 What you pay
DIEU
MIAMI
at sales
oven, paint. Ideal for 1-2 quiet Generous compensation for
MOM MOON MGM
people wino pets. Uncovered time and travel. 20 - 30 yrs old, 0 Tenet
MAIM DOOM MOD
parking fort car. $1200/mo rent heavy tartar, no active decay, 1 Lookouts, maybe
includes utilities. For apt. call non-smokers, no restorations or 4 Horse-and -buggy
DOOM DOMEIMOPO
drivers
408-528-8380 or 408-921-7979. single surface restorations only.
11001A MOO
Must be reliable, committed to 6 Cato’s highway
DOODOUN
MOM
WALK TO SCHOOL 550 S. 11th. treatment, comfortable in a 7 Foundation
MUM MAIM MOO
4 BR / 2BA Frig, D/W, $2000. dental setting, and with local
material
OMB 0000E1 OMUM
2 BR / 2BA Frig, D/W, $1500. anesthesia. 408-410-9424.
9 Thicke and Aida
MOH ORM@ DIAIMU
Call agent at 408-377-3000.
2 Iowa town
3 Hollow rock
94-03
2003 United Femurs Syndicate Inc
AUTOS FOR SALE 4 Billiard stick
HOUSE FOR RENT, Close to
SJSU. 2 bdrm./ 1 bath Ideal
7 Is clearly supenor
3 Sky
33 Tiny insect
INTEGRA
$7800
or
ACURA
97
for 2 or 3 persons. Asking
4 Space widths
(3 wds.)
34 Explorer’s trait
$1100/mo. Call TC Properties Best Offer. MUST SELL! Only 1 Approx.
5 Keep
35 Part of NYU
Miles.
Green.
Dark
63K
4
door.
for appt. to see. 408-971-8900.
Nin
Writer
2
6
Shoot
the
bolt
36 Rim
Tan Interior, Sunroof. CD player.
7 Potpourri
3 Math course
38 Pay hike
Good
Condition.
408-227-1145.
2 APTS FOR RENT
4 After -dinner candies
8 Robin’s snack
39 Place to sleep
476 N. 3rd St.
5 Born there
9 Trickle
40 Actor - Kruger
Large Studio & 1 Bedroom Apt.
10
Banana
7
Sappho’s
verse
44 Least
treats
FOR SALE
Includes: DSL. Direct TV, Laundry,
45 Siesta
9 Not allowed
II Fragment
New Ref rig, Disposal & New NEW 8, COMPATIBLE Printer 0 Design dances
12 Indy 500 racer
46 Can’t stomach
Paint. Old Victorian home.
Ink and Toner Cartridges under 4 The lady
47 John or
Al From $850 to $1100.
7 Robust
Email
$20. 408-829-1336
13 Monster Maureen
Call Reed 408-219-1330.
hunter’s loch
48 Allots
printergoo 0 yahoo.com
8 Polite bark
49 Pull candy
9 Theater awards
22 Wisconsin
1 Hera’s son
hrs.
50 Bloke
51 They give
2 Bakery purchase
23 Cosmetic item
3 Has status
25 Jumble
a hoot
Memoir topic
27 Feel concern
52 It’s really tacky
FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
5 Agile
28 Grounded
53 Waterfall sound
Writer’s concern
birds
55 Dressy shoe
29 Sponsorship
56 Latin I verb
30 Insurance
DOWN
60 Cave dweller
1 Mongolian desert
claim
2 Concerto or
3 Computer
symphony
language

SHARED HOUSING

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

5torsnizitt6isanib6twincibu

cave Siete

Zip code

Phone

Send check or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
Si Joss State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

as a service to the campus community.

2

3

7

’1,1

12

7

Please check
one classification:
.Lost and Found’
Announcements
_ Campus Clubs
Greek Messages
Events
_ Volunteers
For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
_Employment
_Opportunities

_Rental Housing
__Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
_Health:Beauty
_SportsThntis
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutonng
_Word Processing

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
1000 am two weekdays before publication
Deadline
El All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (409) 924-3277
Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

offered free

408-924-3277

FAX: 408-924-3282
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Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

"The thinking is the more democrats you can get to vote for an election,
the better the chances Gray Davis can
beat a recall. And if he can’t beat a
recall, there’s a better chance a democratic candidate will have a better
chance of beating the Republican,"
Nuger said.
Still, whether the recall will be postponed or not, to some, the ballot has
already been cast.
"I think the vote’s going to stay the
same," said Steven Diu:vette, a graduate in philosophy. People have
already made up their minds."
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Chaos and silliness make ’Noises’ at Rep catendar
The first act takes place on the
’light before "Nothing On" is slated
to premiere. Here we are introduced
to Dotty (played by Jane Carr), an
The show must go on.
In theater, there are no retakes. If old woman who
something goes wrong, performers has trouble with
her lines and
have to improvise and move on.
handling of the
sardines
and
other props. She
questions
and
But imagine if there was a play in argues with the
director Lloyd
which everything goes wrong.
Neil)
Michael Frayn’s farce "Noises Off" (Adrian
is a parody about a play. "Noises who takes her
Off" shows us the hilarious prepara- step by step in
tion and performance of the fiction- what she needs
to do next.
al British stage play "Nothing On."
Lloyd starts the first act offstage,
"Noises Off" features a unique cast
of characters, all of who find some- just as a real director would do at a
rehearsal. His hoarseness toward his
way to contribute to the silly, con- cast is a guilty,
pleasure, as he slowly
stant chaos.
paces up to the stage when a mistake
Props are mishandled, lines are occurs, and he begins to question the
forgotten, doors don’t open or close intelligence of the performers.
and sardines are slipped on.
Lloyd is also involved with two
Yes, sardines. Sardines are a vital members of his team Brooke
part of this play.
( Jamie Day), a dirty blond who
The type of over-the-top craziness doesn’t understand the
meaning of
is what makes this performance a
improvisation, and Poppy (Ali
definite play to check out at the San
Taylor) the assistant stage manager
Jose Repertory Theatre.
"Noises Off" has three acts and who plays second fiddle to Brooke.
Garry (Ben Livingston) is a man
runs just under two-and-a-half
hours. There is a 15-minute inter- who always seems to be at a loss for
words. He is linked romantically
mission between Act 1 and 2.
Throughout the play, the cast with Dotty offstage.
Belinda (Maura Vincent) is a gosinsults each other. Their choice of
words and subtle delivery is unique sip who reveals the relationships
and is something only a British play between cast members to others.
However, she seems to be the glue of
can deliver.
By Ken Lotich
Daily Staff Writer

the tt.ani

Fredrick (Dan Hiatt) is the sensitive, fragile actor who gasps at the
sight of violence and cringes whenever he sees
blood. His feebleness is something
that causes many
disruptions for
other cast members.
Tim
(Liam
Vincent) is the
company stage
manager who is
constantly overworked. He is
also an understudy for every other person’s character.
Selsdon (Edward Sarafian) rounds
out the group of colorful characters.
Selsdon is the old, nearly deaf-drunk
of the bunch he always seems to
be disappearing, while other cast
members have to check-up on him
to see if he is boozing it up.
Like Dotty, Selsdon has trouble
with his lines.
Throw all of these people into a
melting pot and you have yourself a
hilarious time.
Inevitable
conflicts
happen
between the characters. Since some
are involved with one another offstage, jealously and accusations are
dished out, revenge is plotted and
executed during the performance.

Each character is
energetic and
memorable, and
stands out in his or
her own way

REVIEW

ZZ Top’s ’Mescalero’
gives fans the old ZZ
sound but keeps
things new and fresh

By Tony Burchyns
Daily Senior Staff Writer
ZZ Top is back in top form with a
brand new album of blistering cuts
entitled "Mescalero."

REVIEW
Released in the United States on
Sept. 9, "Mescalero" caps an intensive summer of European touring
by the heavily bearded American
rock
roll outfit.
"Mescalero" captures the band’s
classic, bluesy rock sound at its
purist, sans the cheesy synthesizers
that marked the ZZ Top resurgence
in the 1980s (when competition

Act 2 is unique because the audi-

with Van Haien was an industry
must).
When popping "Mescalero" into
my stereo for the inaugural listening, thoughts of my speakers being
busted ran through my head.
Quickly realizing, however, that
the band had produced their record
to sound "in the red." That is, the
signal to tape was ultra hot when
the band mixed down.
This is how rock ’n’ roll should
sound, damn it.
Blistering. Raunchy. Distorted.
Maxed out.
Since this is ZZ Top, the album’s
drunken sway fits the bill, too.
It’s good to know that these masters of shades and facial hair are still
going strong, crisscrossing the
globe, playing festivals with the
Rolling Stones and just plain keep-

eiki: I, treated to what roe, on backstage of a performance. Here the
viewer is able to see the craziness
that goes on behind the scenes.
It is vital to pay attention in act 2
because a lot is going on. The viewer’s eyes will be busy during this act,
as slapstick comedy flies everywhere.
Act 3 gives us the final performance of the tour, with everyone just
trying to make it through one last
play. Here the stage is the same as
act 1, and improvisation is the
comedic concept for the final act.

The cast dot, All excellent job ot
essentially having to play two characters each. They show versatility by
playing an actor or actress and their
character is "Nothing On."
Each character is energetic and
memorable, and stands out in his or
her own way.
Although each character is a_
stereotype, the cast makes the role of
each character shine with personality. The interaction between the conflicting characters and the comedic
delivery make "Noises Off" a splendid comedy.
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In a scene from "Noises Off," Brooke, played by Jamie Day,
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ing it real.
Back in the United States after
completing their international Beer
Drinkers and Hell Raisers Tour, ZZ
Top is currently making the rounds
domestically, promoting their new
batch of dusty barroom hits.
Guitarist/vocalist Billy F. Gibbons
and bass player Dusty Hill give
solid performances on the new
offering, often mixing subtle humor
and technical innovations into the
traditional ZZ Top rock recipe.
The new album, co-produced by
Gibbons, includes 15 original
tracks, and truly resurrects the old
ZZ sound of the 1970s.
The selections showcase elements
of blues-rock, neo-metal and good
or fashioned truck stop boogie.
Mescalero" also serves up a big
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dose of TestMex flavor. One track,
"Qie Lastima," is sung entirely, in
Spanish and comes across like a
newfangled rock mariachi.
The title track is a bilingual outing
and kicks off the album like a border rock earthquake.
Other rumbling, original cuts
include "Punk Ass Boyfriend,"
"Two Ways to Play," "Liquor" and
"Alley-Gator."
"Mescalero" also includes Lowell
Fulsom and Jimmy McCracklin’s
"Tramp," a hit duet for Otis
Redding and Carla Thomas in
1967.
All in all, "Mescalero" is a bona
fide clinically badass rock album.
These guys have been wearing
cool beards for a long, long time,
and they’re not busting out the
razors now.
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